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This shows a considerable amount of sympathy with
China.
If these two contentions were placed in the scales, a
correctly adjusted instrument would assuredly go down on
the foreigners3 side, so that there are weak points in what
Japan has put forward. Her case might have been presented
differently, and we regret that it was not.
Next, Japan's contention that some latitude must be
allowed in the interpretation of the Peace Treaties is, on the
whole, right and proper. But to admit it when respect of
sovereignty or the use of armed force is involved would be
to destroy the whole basis of the Treaties. This contention of
the League's carries great weight.
Manchuria is an area of special significance to Japan :
it must be regarded as an exception. This is Japan's contention,
but, for all its truth, once latitude in or exceptions to the
Peace Treaties are admitted, there is no knowing where
matters will stop. Germany, for instance, might demand
the return of her captured colonies, and there are questions>
too, relating to numerically small nations that might arise.
They might indulge in what the Lytton Report stigmatizes
as 'War in disguise' and start fighting without any declaration
of war, saying that it was not war, but an incident. If that
happened, Europe would undoubtedly get tangled up like so
much hemp.
The Peace Treaties help to preserve the peace of Europe
and to protect England's world-wide interests. They are
an ideal, and are of advantage to England with her utilitarian
and calculating policy. She therefore demands that they be
respected, and it is not surprising that she should take the
lead of the minor Powers in opposition to what Japan has
been doing.
Political and economic supremacy.
England's support of the Peace Treaty can hardly be
reconciled, on the plea of necessity, with her policy of pre-
serving the territorial integrity of China in order to maintain
her political and economic supremacy in that country.
This supremacy is of the greatest importance to her, and one
day she herself may have to ask for latitude in interpretation.
In refusing to grant it now, she is but making a rope for her
own neck.

